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forÂ .In a development which could knock a mighty cool $500 million from the price of the upcoming
$600 million Gucci barge, Sotheby's has opened up an auction for the collection of Charles and Coco
de Castelbajac, setting a new record for one person's art. Share via: Wednesday morning, Sotheby’s

revealed the results of its first ever auction for a single living artist, an event that could have
massive ramifications for the art market. In a development that could knock a mighty cool $500
million from the price of the upcoming $600 million Gucci barge, Sotheby’s has opened up an

auction for the collection of Charles and Coco de Castelbajac, setting a new record for one person’s
art. Charly de Castelbajac is one of the most celebrated and renowned contemporary artists around,
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a grandiose artist who first learned to paint at the age of six under the tutelage of his father, Jean-
Jacques Castelbajac, best known for working with Andy Warhol on his most iconic works. Charly’s

mother, Coco, would go on to introduce an entirely new aesthetic to modern art and de Castelbajac
would become her muse. “From the very beginning, this singular body of work – which has always
had the mind of a child – seemed to speak directly to us,” says Sotheby’s International Realty vice-

chairman and chairman of the auction house, Jonathan Acker. “With the support of [fellow
Castelbajac] painter Guillaume Bougoiran and the art world, Charly set out on his own and created a
very unique artistic vision. He looked at the world through the eyes of a child and created a strange,

whimsical world with charming characters and a beautiful style.”
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